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Bearings and Assemblies

Kilian
“We do whatever it takes to satisfy our customers” is
more than just a slogan.
With facilities in New York and Canada, Kilian is the world leader in designing, developing and
manufacturing precision-machined custom bearings and assemblies. Kilian bearings serve OEM
bearing requirements for demanding automotive, aircraft and industrial applications.
With expert mechanical engineers on staff and thousands of innovative designs, Kilian works as
an extension of your own in-house engineering team to create cost-effective bearing solutions
and deliver the support you need to speed new product development and dramatically cut time to
market. Our engineers leverage years of experience in bearing design to build a custom solution
that perfectly meets your application needs.
With a reputation built on rapid, professional response that spans over 90 years in business,
Kilian produces the finest precision-machined bearings and assemblies available today.

Scan to Watch
Kilian Manufacturing - Facility Overview
Video

“For over 90 years Kilian has been the global
market leader in the production of custom
machined-race bearings.”
Don Wierbinski, General Manager

Engineering

Prototypes

Our experienced engineers help you optimize your design. Their
familiarity with your product and industry will save you time and
money. A Kilian-engineered design includes a careful review of load,
speed, size, lubrication and environment. Our engineers work together
with manufacturing and quality team members to make sure we meet
all your requirements.

At Kilian, we pride ourselves on our ability to develop new products
quickly and cost effectively for customers. Our engineers create new
designs on CAD within days and prototypes follow within weeks.
These samples are made on production equipment that represents the
actual manufacturing process. Durability testing confirms analytical
performance predictions.

Customer Service
Kilian’s customer service is unmatched. Familiar with your account and
trained to answer your questions, your customer service representative
is located right in the manufacturing plant. Your field sales engineer
serves as a local technical resource, working closely with the Kilian
engineering staff. More than 2,500 local distributor branches stock
Kilian standard catalog items and provide assistance as required.
Scan to Watch
Kilian Manufacturing - Design and
Development

“What sets Kilian apart from others is a
streamlined product development process”
Jim Sartori, Sales and Marketing Manager

www.kilianbearings.com

Manufacturing Reliability
Automotive, aircraft and medical products around the world rely on Kilian precisionmachined bearings and assemblies. Our engineering process, which includes design for
manufacturability, assures cost efficiency and product reliability. Our skilled technicians
operate best-in-class machinery. Widespread automation and electronic sensors help
maintain the integrity of critical assembly operations.

Quality Assurance

Scan to Watch
Kilian Manufacturing - Manufacturing
Overview

At Kilian we strive to reduce variation in every product and process, while continually
enhancing our ISO/IATF 16949 certified quality systems. Beginning at the design stage,
our quality process is defined by a formal Control Plan. This contains well-documented
procedures that are communicated, performed and verified. Our operators, who are
responsible for the quality of the work they produce, use Statistical Process Control (SPC) to
ensure that their processes remain “in control.”

“The equipment at Kilian is only part of the story.
Bearing production is only possible with the
support of our dedicated production team”
Bob McCarthy, Manufacturing Manager

Industrial Bearing Applications

Automotive Bearing Applications

Kilian machined-race bearings are custom-designed to meet your
industrial application needs:

Kilian Bearings designs a wide range of bearings to meet a broad
spectrum of demanding, automotive product application needs.
Our major application areas are:

-- Ball, roller or synthetic tire design based on load characteristics and
function
-- Material selection based on application or operating environment
-- Kilian often incorporates other components, such as cold-headed
parts, stampings, springs, rivets or threaded fasteners to make
installation easier while reducing overall costs

• Seating
• Steering

To view or download all Kilian automotive specific application profiles visit
www.AltraAutomotive.com

The following examples are only a sampling of the types of applications
Kilian can accommodate:
• Material Handling
• Appliances
• Heavy Duty File Cabinets

• Aircraft
• Furniture
• Sliding Doors

• Transmission/Transfer Cases
• Sliding Doors

Application Profile

Application Profile

Application Profile

Application Profile

Product

Customized Roller Bearing Assembly

Product

Custom Shift Detent Mechanism

Product

Custom Component

Product

Custom Needle Bearings

Application

Minivan Folding Seat

Application

Automotive Transmission

Application

Automotive Transmission

Application

Pickup Truck Door Checker

Highlights

• Unique custom solution
• Extensive testing
conducted
• Design met strict
automotive regulations
• Millions sold

A major seating manufacturer that supplies products to one of the world’s bestselling minivans needed a unique bearing to fit into a folding seat assembly that
allows the second and third-row seats to be folded flat into the floor in less than
30 seconds. The manufacturer’s engineers realized early on that an off-the-shelf
bearing would not work for such a custom application. In addition to requiring
a special mechanism to attach the assembly to the seats, the bearing material
needed to accommodate tremendous loads, high stress and excessive torque.
The manufacturer’s engineering team contacted Kilian Bearings and asked for
a design solution to fit this unique application. The manufacturer worked closely
with Kilian engineers and received a prototype in less than two weeks. Kilian then
conducted in-house testing on the bearing that included torque-to-rotate, push-out
force, durability testing and environmental testing for corrosion-resistance
and grease retention.
Kilian engineers visited the seat manufacturing facility and supervised rigorous
crash testing and environmental testing on the bearing to ensure it met strict
quality regulations required by the automotive industry. After two years of
development, the customized roller bearing was finalized for production.

Highlights

• Custom engineered
solution
• Heat treated, high-carbon
material housing
• Value-added, press fit
assembly

A major manufacturer of automotive transmissions and transfer cases needed a
custom shift detent mechanism for a smooth shift engagement in their new system.
The customer’s engineering team contacted Kilian early in their development
process and began working closely with their design engineering counterparts at
Kilian. For this new and challenging application, “catalog” detents were not an
option. The design evolved over a number of prototype iterations, morphing from
a soft low-carbon material housing with no grease, to a heat treated high-carbon
material housing that was greased in the final assembly.
Throughout the entire development process, Kilian engineers performed much of the
testing and supported the customer with critical data that professionally guided the
decision making process.

Highlights

• Unique, custom
engineered solution
• High-volume assembly

Kilian worked with a global automotive producer of engine and drivetrain systems
to help develop a unique, high-volume assembly for a new, “cutting-edge”
transmission.
Although the new assembly was not a bearing, our customer quickly saw that
Kilian possessed the core expertise to take on this extremely challenging project.
Combining Kilian’s strength in engineering development, precision machining,
molding, assembly, quality systems, testing and project management, Kilian was
able to achieve the demanding quality and program targets to successfully launch
the new system.
Kilian knows bearings, but we can also provide the same kind of support for other
“non-bearing” projects that take advantage of our wide array of engineering and
manufacturing capabilities.

The final design was a value-added shift detent that performed with excellent
results. The new material selection satisfied the applications press fit and the
smooth rolling performance exceeded expectations.

Highlights

• Custom needle roller
bearing solution
• Integrated seals for
contamination protection
• Machined knurls for
snug fit
• Zinc plating and grease
added for enhanced
corrosion protection
• High-strength materials
and deep-case heat
treatment
• Kilian engineering input
into hinge system design

Kilian is the global custom engineered leader in value added solutions for many of
the world’s largest automotive and industrial OEM’s.

Very late in the development cycle, a major U.S. automotive manufacturer contacted Kilian for a
special door hinge bearing assembly that was needed for their newly designed pickup trucks. The
bearing allows the truck doors to open smoothly, with minimum effort as it “clicks through” the
range of motion, from “full-close”, to “halfway”, to “full-open”. The originally specified bushing-style
bearing design was failing durability tests and door efforts were too high.
Kilian engineers quickly developed a design based on a successful similar bearing used in a tailgate
application. High-strength materials with a deep-case heat treatment were selected to withstand
the high system loads. Interestingly, during initial prototype system testing, Kilian recommended
changes to the way mating components interfaced with the Kilian bearings. These changes were
implemented which further improved overall system performance.
Kilian developed the custom bearing solution utilizing needle rollers for this high-load application.
Materials were specifically selected for each of the bearing components to optimize durability and
system loading. Seals were integrated to protect the bearings from outside contamination.
Significant development was required on the integral rivet, which allows our customer to easily
install the bearing assembly into the stamped bracket. The rivet must stay securely fastened on the
bracket, even after thousands of cycles and inherent vibration in driving the vehicle. Kilian engineers
developed a unique knurl that held the assembly snug, but did not create any chips as it was
pressed into the stamping. This allowed the bearing to mount flush against the bracket.
Zinc-nickel plating and grease were added for enhanced corrosion protection and smooth rolling
performance. Extensive life cycle testing was performed at Kilian and the customer to ensure long
lasting reliability.

The revolutionary seating system has now been in use for several years, using
millions of customized bearings designed, developed and manufactured by Kilian.
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Kilian Literature
www.AltraLiterature.com
Altra’s Literature Portal is an excellent resource for engineers and technical professionals. The portal contains links to
literature available from all Altra brands including catalogs, brochures, line cards, application profiles, magazine articles
and service manuals. PDF files of any literature item can be easily downloaded for fast viewing or hard copies of all
literature can be ordered by using the integrated “Shopping Cart” application.
Altra Motion

Altra Industrial Motion

INNOVATION
SPOTLIGHT

“No-Rust” Bearing
Housed Units
Corrosion-Proof Ball Bearing Housed
Units Withstand the Toughest Conditions
in Food Processing and Packaging

“No-Rust” Kilian Housed Units Combine
Corrosion-Proof Components for Extended
Life in Difficult Applications
The advanced thermoplastic housing and special stainless
steel bearing insert form a complete value package that stands
up to a wide range of common corrosives and contaminants.
Specifically designed for moderate loads and speeds in
processing and packaging, the Kilian unit has excellent
resistance to acids, alkalis, solvents, detergents, oils and other
chemicals. Kilian solid base housings prevent any collection of
bacteria. The special stainless steel bearing insert offers the
ultimate in corrosion resistance. The wide inner-ring design
provides excellent shaft support and setscrew locking.
Kilian “No-Rust” Benefits:
• Will Not Rust
• Reduces Maintenance Cost

• Thrives in Washdown Areas
• Extends Service Life

FL

205

Series Type:

Shaft Sizes:

LP = low pillow block
P = high pillow block
FL = two-bolt flange
FB = three-bolt flange
F = four-bolt flange
TB = tapped base

Thermoplastic
housing,
stainless steel
insert with set
screw lock

Inch
Metric
3/4”
20mm
1”
25mm
1 3/16” 30mm
1 1/4” 35mm
1 3/8”
1 7/16 ”

P-7289-KM
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A unique and cost-effective bearing
design that can significantly reduce
noise in conveyor operations.
Kilian CB-14 series conveyor bearings are specifically
designed to operate quietly and dependably in the
most demanding material handling applications.
CB-14 bearings combine two major features that act together to reduce the
metal-to-metal contact that is a common source of noise throughout the
conveyor system. A nylon retainer separates and guides the balls, while a
pressed-in nylon adapter eliminates any direct contact of bearing ring with
conveyor shaft. An adapter flange also acts as a bearing shield to exclude
contaminants.
The entire CB-14 series has a one-piece, precision machined outer ring to
prevent any spreading or splitting under load. Hardened raceways improve
anti-friction performance. The ball separator design permits a speed of 2,000
rpm, higher than what could be achieved with full-complement bearings.

Benefits

• Easy Replacement- standard 7/16-inch hex-shaped bore interchanges
with most conveyor roller bearing sizes currently in use.

1

Industry Standard Bearing Size

Housing Style:

Order Kilian bearing inserts separately or in thermoplastic housings.
Inserts and housings are interchangeable with industry standard envelope dimensions.

P-7288-KM

CB-14 Series

Conveyor Bearings

• Noise Reduction - combination of nylon ball retainer and shaft adapter
eliminates metal-to-metal contact, significantly reducing operating noise.

Kilian Nomenclature
KNR
KNR = Kilian “No-Rust”

Altra Motion

from the brands of Altra Industrial Motion Corp.

I N T R O D U C I N G

• Available from Stock- inventories of all sizes in stock for fast shipment
from either factory or any Altra Industrial Motion Authorized Distributors.
• High-Speed Operation - ball retainer permits a higher speed of 2,000 rpm
that matches maximum conveyor requirements.
• One-Piece Outer Ring - precision machined from solid, hardened steel,
outer ring will not spread or split like fabricated designs.
• Total Value Package - a dependable, low-cost choice with the best
combination of features for retrofit applications or new designs.

OEM
Solutions for
Automotive
Powertrain
Applications

PERCENT

Projected annual auto sales growth
worldwide through 2018

CUSTOM KILIAN BEARING AND DETENT DESIGN
SOLUTIONS PROVIDE RELIABLE PERFORMANCE IN
AUTOMOTIVE POWERTRAIN APPLICATIONS
Automotive engineers are constantly challenged to improve the fuel
economy and performance of their vehicles while also lowering cost. Every
aspect of a vehicle is scrutinized, from body panel metals and composite
materials, to engine and powertrain components.
Transmission and transfer case OEMs strive to develop innovative designs
to meet cost targets while providing improved performance and enhanced
driver experience.

KILIAN RECOGNIZED FOR SUPERIOR APPLICATION EXPERTISE
For more than 25 years, Kilian has built an excellent reputation for
providing customized bearing and detent design solutions to major auto
transmission/transfer case OEMs in the United States, Canada, Mexico,
Austria, Spain, Poland, France and China. Kilian’s global expertise in this
market focuses primarily on shift detents, shift forks, planetary gear sets
for actuators and assemblies used to control hydraulic pressure.
Kilian engineers specialize in identifying the best materials, heat treatment,
lubrication, bearing type and part geometry that will provide the optimum
performance at the lowest overall cost. In most cases, Kilian also provides
integral attachment features that make it easy to install the product, and
also eliminates the need to source and stock a fastener and perform an
assembly operation.
In addition, Kilian can add engineered overmolded plastics to a design to
provide a solution that requires a non-magnetic characteristic.
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Application Profiles
P-1868-KM Precision Bearing Assembly for Skid Steer
P-7267-KM Custom Precision Track Roller Bearings for
RV Room Slide-Outs
P-7268-KM Custom Bearing Assembly for Pallet Rack
Systems
P-7269-KM Customized Roller Bearing Assembly for
Minivan Folding Seat
P-7276-KM Custom Shift Detent Mechanism for
Automotive Transmission
P-7277-KM Custom Bearing Assemblies for Excavator
Tensioner Pulleys
P-7278-KM Custom Components for Automotive
Transmission
P-7279-KM Lightweight Pulley Bearings for Greenhouse
Track Lighting Systems
P-7280-KM Custom Thrust Bearings for OEM
Transmission Drives
P-7281-KM Anti-Corrosive Custom Bearings for Pressure
Washer Hose Reel
P-7282-KM Stainless Steel Custom Beaings for
Moveable Glass Wall Partitions
P-7283-KM Heavy-Duty Custom Bearing Assemblies for
Moveable Room Partitions
P-7604-KM Custom Roller Bearings| Aircraft Cargo
System
P-7605-KM Pickup Truck Door Checker
P-7606-KM Custom SS Bearing Assembly for Overhead
Poultry Conveyor

www.kilianbearings.com

1728 Burnet Avenue
Syracuse, NY 13206 - USA
315-432-0700

P-7846-KM Precision Bearing Assemblies for X-Ray
Table
P-7847-KM Custom Bearing Assemblies for Ambulance
Stretchers
P-7848-KM Custom Bearing Assemblies for Hospital
Overbed Tables
P-7850-KM Precision Bearing Assemblies for Mobile
Medical Workstations
P-7851-KM Precision Bearing Assemblies for Blood
Centrifuges
P-7607-KM Double-Row Ball Bearing Assemblies for
Laundry Service Trolley Conveyor
P-7609-KM Custom Bearing Assembly for Garment
Racks for Trucks
P-7951-KM Custom Precision Bearing Assemblies for
Poultry Processing Equipment
P-7955-KM Custom Roller Bearing Assemblies for CNC
Cutting Tables
P-7956-KM Custom Bearing Assemblies for Overhead
Laundry Conveyor System
P-7952-KM Precision Bearing Assemblies for Luxury Box
Sliding Glass Walls
P-7910-KM Unitized Thrust Bearing for Steering Column
Tilt Lcok
P-8596-KM Custom Bearing Assemblies for Pallet Rack
Systems
P-8597-KM Custom Bearing Assemblies for White
Boards

P-7657-KM
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